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Don’t Bank on It: 
Chicago’s Minority and Women’s Business Enterprise 

Program and Discrimination in Business Credit Markets
By Cedric Herring and Loren Henderson

 In 2009, Chicago extended its Minority 
and Women’s Business Enterprise (MWBE) 
program in construction. It did so to “remedy 
ongoing discrimination and the effects of past 
discrimination against women and minority 
groups, so as not to be a passive participant 
in such discrimination.”1 Extension of this 
program was controversial. Opponents of the 
city’s MWBE program argued that claims of 
discrimination against women and minority 
groups were exaggerated. Proponents of the 
MWBE program, in contrast, argued that 
minority-owned and women-owned firms face 
unfair credit constraints that make it difficult 
for them to obtain bonding and working 
capital.
 New and small businesses usually face 
critical challenges that revolve around 
financing. Indeed, few things are as crucial 
to the health of a small business operation. 
Owners’ personal resources are often used 
to launch small businesses, and most likely 
the owner must look to the credit market 
for financial help in expanding operations. 
However, most lenders—especially banks—
are conservative in granting business loans. 
According to a report from the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York, more than 75 percent of 
new and small businesses that applied for loans 
during the first half of 2010 were rejected for 
at least a portion of their loan request.2 Thus, 
obtaining credit can be a difficult process for 
many new business owners. 
 But above and beyond these normal 
concerns about lack of access to financing, 
1 City of Chicago. 2004. MWBE Substitute Ordinance.
2 Federal Reserve Bank of New York. 2010. “Access to 
Credit: Poll Evidence from Small Businesses.” Facts & 
Trends. Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

many women and minority business owners 
are concerned that they receive less favorable 
treatment from lenders that is unrelated to 
their creditworthiness. Despite protections 
against unlawful discrimination under the 
Equal Credit Opportunity Act, it is possible 
that women and minority applicants—groups 
covered under Chicago’s MWBE program—
are more likely than other applicants to be 
denied loans or receive less favorable terms 
due to their race and/or gender.
 This edition of Policy Forum provides an 
overview of Chicago’s MWBE Program. It 
then provides some results from the Chicago 
Survey of Discrimination in the Local 
Credit Market. Finally, it uses data from a 
national survey of business startups to show 
(1) the degree to which lenders’ decisions 
are influenced by racial and gender-related 
factors that go beyond would-be borrowers’ 
creditworthiness and (2) creditworthiness as 
a determinant of business startups’ ability to 
secure credit lines. It concludes with several 
policy recommendations.

Overview of Chicago’s MWBE Program in 
Construction

 Chicago has maintained an affirmative 
action program in construction since 1985. 
This Minority and Women’s Business 
Enterprise (MWBE) Program has been 
controversial since its inception. In 2004, the 
city adopted a program that sought to award 
at least 24 percent of the annual value of all 
construction contracts to Minority Business 
Enterprises (MBEs) and at least 4 percent to 
Women-owned Business Enterprises (WBEs). 
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The program was available to businesses located within the 
region of Illinois that includes Cook, DuPage, Kane, Lake, 
McHenry and Will counties.3

 Still, 80 percent of African American contractors stated 
that they found it difficult to participate in the MWBE 
program because it is difficult to acquire the necessary 
working capital.4 Typically, they said that they had to start 
their businesses out of their own pockets. Moreover, they 
generally believed that their economic woes are compounded 
by race. While they believed the declining economy 
was difficult on all businesses, they believed that such 
circumstances were even more difficult for minority-owned 
businesses. Indeed, the largest single factor explaining racial 
disparities in business-creation rates are differences in asset 
levels.5 Lower levels of assets among blacks account for 
15.5 percent of the difference between the rates of business 
creation among whites and blacks.
 The vast majority of firms in construction are small. 

3 Blanchflower, David G., Anna Aparicio, Cedric Herring, and Yvonne 
M. Lau. 2009. Report on the City of Chicago’s MWBE Program. City of 
Chicago: Chicago.
4 Herring, Cedric and Loren Henderson. 2009. Barriers to the Utilization 
of Targeted Program Contractors: Results from Interviews of African 
American Contractors. City of Chicago: Chicago.
5 Blanchflower, David G., Anna Aparicio, Cedric Herring, and Yvonne 
M. Lau. 2009. Report on the City of Chicago’s MWBE Program. City of 
Chicago: Chicago.

According to County Business Patterns data for 2005, 65 
percent of all US construction establishments had less than 
five employees.6 The percentage of firms in the Chicago 
metropolitan area with fewer than five employees was 
slightly higher at 67.5 percent (See Table 1).
 
Chicago Survey of Discrimination in the Local Credit 
Market

 In order to determine whether there was discrimination 
in the credit market for small businesses in Chicago, the 
city commissioned a survey consistent with the national 
Survey of Small Business Finances. It is apparent from the 
survey that women-owned and many minority-owned firms 
had difficulty accessing credit. Respondents were asked 
whether their business had been discriminated against on the 
basis of race or gender. Table 2 presents the percentages of 
selected groups reporting that their firms had experienced 
discrimination. 

 In addition, respondents were asked whether 
requirements for obtaining working capital made it harder 
to obtain a city contract or subcontract. Minorities were 
especially likely to report difficulties with obtaining the 
necessary working capital (see Table 3).
 Firm owners were also asked about the most important 
problem facing their businesses. The percentage of selected 
6 See http://censtats.census.gov/cgi-bin/cbpnaic/cbpsel.pl

Table 1: Percentage Distribution of Construction 
Firms by Number of Employees
Number of Employees Chicago USA
1-4 67.5% 65.1%
5-9 15.1% 16.6%
10-19 9.1% 9.7%
20-49 5.7% 5.9%
50-99 1.6% 1.7%
100-249 0.8% 0.8%
250-499 0.2% 0.2%
≥500 0.1% 0.1%
N 24,214 787,672

Table 2: Percentage of Firms Experiencing 
Discrimination by Selected Characteristics
African Americans 17%
Hispanics 7%
Asian/Pacific Islanders 0%
Native Americans 14%
White females. 11%
White males   0%

Table 3: Percentage of Firms Having Difficulty 
Obtaining Working Capital by Selected Characteristics
African Americans  63%
Hispanics 37%
Asian/Pacific Islanders 33%
Native Americans 57%
White males 14%
White females 15%
Certified MWBEs 40%

Table 4: Percentage of Firms Citing “Financing and 
Interest Rates” as the Most Important Problem Facing 
Their Business by Selected Characteristics
African Americans 34%
Hispanics 12%
Asian/Pacific Islanders 20%
Native Americans 14%
White males 4%
White females 3%
Certified MWBEs 12%
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groups saying that “financing and interest rates” was the 
most important problem is presented in Table 4.
 MBEs and WBEs were asked if prime contractors who 
hired them as a subcontractor on public sector projects with 
MBE/WBE participation goals also used them on projects 
without such goals. Table 5 (on page 3) suggests that if 
participation goals were removed or lowered, the utilization 
of MWBEs would likely fall sharply, as only half of MWBEs 
that serve as subcontractors in the public sector are asked to 
do so on private projects.
 Approximately half of respondents applied for a loan 
in the preceding three years. Table 6 (on page 3) provides 
credit application denial rates calculated from the Survey 
of Discrimination in the Local Credit Market. The results 
show that denial rates are substantially higher for minorities, 
especially for African Americans.
 The Equal Credit Opportunity Act makes discrimination 
in access to credit illegal. A well-functioning credit market 
should not have racial nor gender disparities. But is it 
possible that credit evaluators use factors such as race and 
gender anyway? Do women and minority applicants have 
reason to be concerned that they receive even less favorable 
treatment from lenders, unrelated to their creditworthiness?
 To examine these questions, we used credit scores 
from startup businesses in the United States. The Kauffman 
Firm Survey (KFS) collected information from a nationally 
representative sample of 4,928 startup firms. KFS also 
has a subset of confidential data on these firms, including 

such sensitive information as business credit scores, access 
to credit, levels of capitalization, levels of indebtedness, 
and sources and amounts of equity. The businesses in the 
sample are all startups (i.e., less than a year old). Thus, it 
is more possible than usual to treat the “history” of each 
business as a constant, at least inasmuch as they all had less 
than one year of credit history at the time of the survey. We 
also took into consideration firm characteristics such as the 
number of employees in the company, business net worth 
or equity, whether a firm was home-based, and whether the 
firm had a competitive advantage. We were also able to take 
into consideration the human capital characteristics of the 
primary owners such as their education, age, and years of 
experience in the industry.
 Does creditworthiness for business startups differ 
according to the race and gender of the primary owners? 
Figure 1 (on page 4) shows that credit scores do differ by race. 
On average, startup businesses with Asian and White owners 
have higher than average credit scores. Those startups with 
African American and Latino primary owners have lower 
credit scores. Startups owned by Whites have Paydex Scores 
of 35.8 on average. Those owned by Asians have average 
credit scores of 39.5. In contrast, new businesses owned by 
African Americans have credit scores of 31.1 on average. 
And those nascent firms owned by Latinos have business 
credit scores of 32.9 on average. African American-owned 
businesses are significantly lower than average, and White- 
and Asian-owned firms are significantly higher than the 
overall average. Figure 1 also shows that startups owned by 
women have significantly lower credit scores (33.2) than do 
new firms owned by men (35.9).
 What if Black-owned startups’ credit scores were 
determined in the same fashion as those of their White 
counterparts? To address this question, we used a Blinder-
Oaxaca decomposition. This technique decomposes 
differentials into two components: a portion that arises 
because two comparison groups, on average, have different 
qualifications or credentials (e.g., size of firm and labor 
market experience of primary owner) when both groups 
receive the same treatment (explained component), and 
a portion that arises because one group is more favorably 
treated than the other given the same characteristics 
(unexplained component). 
 Figure 2 (on page 4) shows that the credit score gap 
between businesses where the primary owner is White and 
those where the primary owner is African American would 
shrink substantially. Indeed, the gap would close by more 
than half (from 4.7 credit points to 2.3 credit points) if the 
credit scores of Black-owned and White-owned businesses 
were determined in the same fashion.
 But do racially-based differences in credit score 
determination translate into differences in access to credit? 
Figure 3 (on page 5) shows that credit lines differ by race 
of the primary owner. On average, startup businesses with 

Table 5: Percentage of Firms Saying They Were also 
used on Projects Without MWBE Program Goals by 
Selected Characteristics
African Americans 59%
Hispanics 35%
Asian/Pacific Islanders 50%
Native Americans  0%
White females 56%
Overall 50%

Table 6: Credit Application Denial Rates by Selected 
Characteristics
African Americans 47.4%
Hispanics 13.6%
Asian/Pacific Islanders 16.7%
Native Americans 33.3%
White males 12.0%
White females 10.0%
Certified MWBEs 22.9%
Total 15.5%
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Figure 1: Average Business Credit Scores by Race of Primary Owner and by Gender of Primary Owner

Figure 2: Average Business Credit Scores by Race of Primary Owner and by Gender of Primary Owner If Treated 
Like Whites and Men
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White owners have higher than average credit lines. Those 
startups with African American, Latino, and Asian primary 
owners have lower credit lines. Startups owned by Whites 
have credit lines of $14,176 on average. In contrast, those 
owned by Asians have average credit lines of $6,219. New 
businesses owned by African Americans have credit lines of 
$2,033 on average. And those new firms owned by Latinos 
have business credit lines of $4,467 on average. Figure 3 
also shows that startups owned by women have significantly 
lower credit lines ($4,559) than do new firms owned by men 
($14,506).
 We again used the Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition to 
estimate what business lines of credit would be if they were 
determined in the same way as those for businesses owned 
primarily by Whites and by men (see Figure 4 on page 6). In 
the case of Black-owned businesses, the credit lines would 
more than double (from $2,033 to $4,847). For Latino-owned 
businesses, lines of business credit would nearly triple (from 
$4,467 to $13,321). And for Asian-owned businesses, lines 
of credit would more than triple (from $6,219 to $21,457). If 
credit lines for women-owned businesses were determined 
like those where the primary owners are men, the lines of 
credit would be more than twice as large (from $4,559 to 
$9,251). In short, there are both substantial racial and gender 
differences in access to credit, net of creditworthiness.

Conclusions and Recommendations

 Our findings suggest that not only do women-owned 
and minority-owned businesses report that they are 
being discriminated against, but also that they appear to 

suffer discrimination both at the point of determining 
creditworthiness and at the point of lenders’ lending 
decisions. We found that differences in the characteristics of 
the firms do not account for business credit score differences 
between Black-owned and White-owned startups. And when 
factors such as work experience, experience in the industry, 
age, and education are taken into account, the Black-White 
gap in credit scores for new businesses actually widens. 
 We also found that there are both racial and gender 
differences in access to credit, net of creditworthiness. 
When credit scores are taken into account, racial and gender 
differences in access to credit generally become more 
pronounced rather than less pronounced among new firms. 
In other words, not only do credit scores fail to explain racial 
and gender differences in credit lines, they appear to mask 
the size and significance of such differences. Net of credit 
scores, firm characteristics, and other owner characteristics, 
race and gender have a statistically significant effect on 
access to credit.
 Needless to say, our results suggest that the determination 
of credit for new businesses is not colorblind. And perhaps 
even more disheartening is the idea that even with the same 
credit scores as Whites and men, people of color and women 
will receive significantly less access to credit. In other words, 
minorities appear to be penalized in the determination of 
creditworthiness and then again in access to credit lines. 
 Credit conditions have tightened due to the current 
economic crisis. There is a good deal of evidence to suggest 
that minority-owned firms continue to struggle to obtain 
loans. There is reason to be concerned that the tightening of 
credit will affect the rate of new firm formation and will deter 

Figure 3: Average Business Credit Scores by Race of Primary Owner and by Gender of Primary Owner
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Figure 4: Average Business Line of Credit by Race of Primary Owner and by Gender of Primary Owner if Treated 
Like Whites and Men

employment growth. This will probably disproportionately 
affect MWBEs because they have a difficult time accessing 
credit, even when their creditworthiness is comparable to 
that of their white counterparts. 
 Is there anything Chicago can do to help new and small 
businesses, especially MWBEs, get through this crisis? 
While continuation of Chicago’s MWBE Program can help 
combat discrimination, there are other effective things that 
can be done to ameliorate the effects of lack of access to 
credit.
 First, Chicago should maintain its construction activity 
in order to offset the declines in private sector construction. 
Second, Chicago can try to ensure that it does not delay 
payments to contractors because doing so will deprive firms 
much needed injections of cash. The city could establish 
a program in which local banks serve as intermediary or 
escrow agents and/or direct payers to subcontractors in 
order to facilitate quicker payments to subcontractors. The 
arrangement would allow MWBE subcontractors to take 
advantage of the city’s prime lending rate without being 
concerned about racialized or gendered creditworthiness. 
This program could also be instituted in a race-neutral and 
gender-neutral way to all subcontractors, perhaps up to a 
maximum value of $50,000. 

 A further possibility would be for the city to immediately 
implement a “direct pay” policy whereby it directly pays 
subcontractors in a race- and gender-neutral way without 
using prime contractors as intermediaries. Short of this, 
the city could simply require that prime contractors pay 
subcontractors within specified days of receipt of payment 
from the city or where necessary, by directly issuing 
payments to subcontractors.
 These proposals are intended to help level the playing 
field for the city’s subcontractors who are being hit 
particularly hard by the credit crunch and the decline in 
the private construction industry. Such programs will give 
MWBEs and small business owners an opportunity to 
invest in their future. By offsetting the tightening of credit 
to new and small businesses, we can also begin to address 
high unemployment rates and create new jobs by providing 
additional capital. 
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